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Abstract
This paper investigates the statistical properties of the Black-Scholes option price
under a Bayesian approach. We incorporate randomness both in the price process and
in volatility to derive the prior and posterior densities of a European call option.
Expressions for the density of the option price conditional on the sample estimate of
volatility and on the asset price respectively, are also derived. Numerical results are
presented to compare how the dispersion of the option price changes in the transition
from prior to posterior information, where information may be price or sample
variance or both. The derived expression for the posterior density is of considerable
interest since it can be straightforwardly combined with a loss function to produce
optimal estimates of options prices.
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1. Introduction
The focal point of a great deal of econometric work within the framework of
option valuation has long been the problem of estimating the parameters of
continuous-time price processes which act as inputs for parametric derivative pricing
models. Since the volatility of the asset price is conditionally the only unobservable
and potentially stochastic component entering the Black-Scholes (1973) formula,
attempts of academics and practitioners to improve on their estimates of option prices
have generally focused on the issue of volatility modelling. From the simple models
of estimation from historical price and return data (e.g. maximum likelihood using
continuously compounded returns calculated from closing prices, Parkinson’s (1980)
"extreme value method" incorporating high-low prices, Garman and Klass (1980)
adding opening prices, etc.) to ARIMA modelling of the time-series behaviour of
volatility (Poterba and Summers (1986), French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987)),2
and from the (G)ARCH class of stationary conditionally-heteroscedastic processes
implicitly allowing for the conditional variance to be time-varying (Engle (1982),
Bollerslev (1986), Engle and Bollerslev (1987), Nelson (1991), Day and Lewis
(1992), Engle and Mustafa (1992), and many others) to stochastic variance models
(Hull and White (1987), Scott (1991), Wiggins (1987), Melino and Turnbull (1990),
etc), to implied volatility approaches (Latane and Rendleman (1976), Chiras and
Manaster (1978), Day and Lewis (1988)). The plethora of practices is overwhelming
indeed.
It is not the aim of this paper to antagonise this vast literature with yet another
volatility predictor. Rather our scope is to suggest an option price predictor by
providing a Bayesian analysis of the Black-Scholes option price (BS hereafter), where
randomness in the option price arises from randomness in the volatility of returns and
the stock price process. The BS price as an unconditional random variable depends on
both the aforementioned arguments while as a conditional variable depends only on
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 These models act as approximations to a slowly changing time varying volatility.
2the former. One should therefore combine a prior density for the (price, volatility)
vector together with the likelihood of volatility to obtain the posterior density of price
and volatility. The posterior density of the option price then follows after dividing by
the marginal density of the asset price and applying a non-linear transformation. What
is appealing with our Bayesian approach, is that it allows us to account for
randomness both in the price process and in volatility, something that has been
neglected in the previous literature since only the conditional nature of the formula
has been investigated.
Bayesian methods have been used in the past to model the variance of stock
returns for the purpose of option valuation. Karolyi (1993) utilises3 prior information
extracted from the cross sectional patterns in the return volatilities for groups of
stocks sorted either by size, -or financial leverage, -or trading volume, together with
the sample information, to derive the posterior density of the variance. He reports
improved prediction accuracy for estimates of option prices calculated using the
Bayesian volatility estimates relative to those computed using implied volatility,
standard historical volatility, or even the actual ex-post volatility that occurred during
each option’s life. We find this result interesting both on its own ground and as a
motivation to use a Bayesian approach to explore the statistical properties of the BS
option price.
Karolyi also suggests that the posterior density of the option price can be derived
as a non-linear transformation of that of the stock return volatility. We extend his
analysis by considering options in terms of price and volatility. This is because prior
to sampling the option value depends on both prices and volatility and this should be
taken into account when deriving the posterior. Moreover, it is much more appealing
for forecasting options prices out-of-sample, to allow both prices and volatility to
vary, as opposed to only volatility.
Ncube and Satchell (1997), investigate the properties of the BS price under the
classical approach. They, take advantage of the monotonicity properties of the option
price with respect to the asset price and volatility, to obtain the conditional
distribution of what they call the "true" BS price as well as the conditional distribution
of what they call the "predicted" BS price. The former is obtained by conditioning on
volatility (they assume that volatility is known and not estimated), while the latter
follows from conditioning on the underlying asset price and treating the only source
of randomness as being due to the classical variance estimate. This approach however,
is not the most realistic one; Ncube and Satchell’s so-called "true" BS price stands on
the unrealistic assumption that volatility is known and not estimated. We offer a much
more orthodox alternative, namely the unconditional (prior) distribution of the BS
price. Turning to the "predicted" BS price, our posterior distribution is more
informationaly efficient and is theoretically favourable to produce better estimates of
option prices.
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3Epitomising, in this paper we account for randomness in price and volatility to
provide a full Bayesian analysis of the BS option price. As a Bayesian problem, the
randomness of the BS price is unusual in that it depends both on data (price) and
parameters (volatility). Under the model’s assumptions (i.e. log-normality of stock
prices) we derive the prior and posterior densities for a European call. We also
provide expressions for the density of a call option conditional on the sample estimate
of volatility and conditional on the asset price respectively. To this end, we investigate
how the dispersion of the option price changes as we condition on more information:
from the prior density, to conditioning only on the sample variance, to conditioning on
the price, to the posterior density. The results we present, for a number of realistic
values, show the extent to which conditioning on the asset price dramatically reduces
the variability of the option price.
Our paper could be criticised on the grounds that option pricing has moved a long
way from the BS model. Our response is that the BS model is still widely used in
applications, especially in real options. For a detailed list of applications (e.g. in real
options, bankruptcy problems, evaluation of insured bank deposits, actuarial work
etc.) see Knight and Satchell (1997). The organisation of the paper is as follows. In
Section 2 we present the main theory: Subsection 2.1 introduces the stochastic model
assumed to generate the data and sets up a Bayesian framework. In Subsections 2.2,
and 2.3 we work towards deriving the prior and posterior densities of the option price.
Section 3 deals with their numerical evaluation. In Section 4 we present our results
and Section 5 concludes.
2. Derivation of the prior and posterior densities for the Black-Scholes
option price.
2.1 Distributional assumptions.
In parametric derivative pricing models, such as the BS, the price process of the
underlying asset is fully specified up to a finite number of unknown parameters.4 Here
we use the traditional log-normal diffusion with unknown drift and volatility. It is
therefore assumed that in the continuous-time limit the asset price at time t is tP
where tP  is determined by the stochastic differential equation:
(2.1)                                        tttt dWPdtPdP σµ +=
                                                          
4
 This is in contrast to non-parametric derivative pricing models, where the price process is not
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4with µ  the expected rate of return, σ  the volatility, and }0,{ ≥tWt  a standard
Brownian motion. Then the asset price process may be represented as:
(2.2)                               )]()
2
exp[( 0
2
0 WWtPP tt −+−= σ
σµ
The geometric return (continuously compounded return) for the stock between
time 0 and t is
(2.3)                                                        )/log( 0PPx tt = .
From equation (2.1) it follows that the log-return tx  is generated by an independent
normal process with tx ~ ),)2/(( 22 ttN σσµ − .5 This then implies that
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1((log~log 220 ttPNPt σσµ −+ .
     ASSUMPTION 2.1. The asset price tP  is log-normally distributed. Its conditional
probability density function is given by:6
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     ASSUMPTION 2.2. When the variance 2σ  of an independent normal process is
assumed known but the mean µ  is a random variable, the most convenient
distribution for µ  (the natural conjugate of the likelihood of the sample) is the
normal distribution. The conditional probability density function of the expected rate
of return µ  is therefore given by:
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where m is a hyperparameter.
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 N (…) denotes the normal distribution.
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 Here and below we use pdf to denote probability density functions generally and not one specific
probability density. The argument of pdf as well as the context in which it is used will identify the
particular pdf being considered.
5Since the log-return x  between two consecutive time intervals is normally
distributed with variance 2σ , the classical minimum-variance unbiased estimator of
2σ  for t observations is
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It is well known that the statistic 22 /)1( σst −  has a 2χ  distribution with t - 1
degrees of freedom. This in turn implies that the estimator 2s  is distributed
)1/(22 −tχσ  with t - 1 degrees of freedom.
     ASSUMPTION 2.3. The likelihood function for 2σ  is therefore defined as: 7
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The fact that )1(222 ~/)1( −− tst χσ , suggests that the conditional probability
density function for the variance (i.e. )\( 22 spdf σ ) is Inverted-Gamma-1. We use this
as motivation when choosing the prior density for 2σ .
    ASSUMPTION 2.4. We can assign an Inverted-Gamma-1 distribution with
hyperparameters θλ,  as the prior distribution for 2σ . Its prior probability density
function is then given by:  8
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A Bayesian framework has now been introduced. Assumptions 2.2 and 2.4 define
prior distributions for the process parameters σµ  and  . Assumption 2.3 defines the
likelihood for the variance (volatility). The process for the stock price is represented
in equation (2.2) while the conditional probability density function for the stock price
is defined in Assumption 2.1.
Karolyi (1993) provided a Bayesian analysis for the stock return volatility. He
combined an Inverted-Gamma prior density (i.e. ϑσ \( 2pdf )) 9 together with the
likelihood (i.e. ),\( 22 tsL σ ) to obtain the posterior probability density function of the
variance (i.e. );,\( 22 ϑσ tspdf ).
2.2 The prior density.
For Tt ≤≤0 , the time-t price of a European call option at strike price K with
expiry time tT −=τ  is:
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where r is the risk-free interest rate (assumed fixed and known from 0 to T ) and
everything else as already defined.. The term )  ( ⋅Φ  denotes the standard normal
cumulative distribution function. We shall either condition on time t or on time 0
information, and the latter we shall refer to as unconditional.
     REMARK 2.1. The information available at time t is the history of the discrete
price process, ),...,,,( 210 tPPPP . Then conditionally on time t, randomness in the
option price stems only from the unknown volatility σ . One may therefore write
)(σCc = .
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 ϑ  is a 2-dimensional vector of prior parameters estimated using information extracted from the cross-
sectional patterns in return volatilities for groups of stocks sorted on size, financial leverage, and
trading volume.
7As aforementioned, literature on the estimation of 2σ  abounds. The benchmark
procedure is to use the classical estimator 2s  given in (2.4). The paper by Boyle and
Ananthanarayanan (1977) first evaluates the impact of variance estimation in option
valuation models. The authors recognise that using 2s  as an estimate of the variance
does produce biased option prices.10 However they claim that the magnitude of the
bias is not large and are more concerned with the dispersion induced in the option
price. Interestingly, they suggest that a Bayesian approach may be usefully employed
to improve on the precision of option price estimates.
Butler and Schachter (1986) on the other hand, are concerned with the variance-
induced option price bias and investigate potential remedial measures. In fact they
construct a uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator for the BS option price.
The estimator is derived by taking a Taylor series expansion of the pricing formula
and the moments of the estimated variance.
In a discussion of the Butler and Schachter paper, Knight and Satchell (1997) re-
examine the question of statistical bias in the BS option price. They show that the
only unbiased estimated option is an at-the-money option. However, they argue that
the importance of bias in option pricing seems minor compared with other obvious
sources of mispricing.
Noh, Engle, and Kane (1994) assess the performance of ARCH models for
pricing options. Rather than comparing implied volatilities with GARCH volatilities,
their study compares predictions of options prices from GARCH with predictions of
the same options prices from forecasting implied volatility. The results indicate that
both methods can effectively forecast prices well enough to profit by trading if
transaction costs are not too high. The GARCH models are considerably more
effective.
     REMARK 2.2. Unconditionally, the option price depends both on the volatility σ
and the stock price process )]())2/(exp[( 020 WWtPP tt −+−= σσµ . We write
),( σtPCc =  to denote that fact. Bayesian theory mandates that this should be taken
into account when deriving the posterior density. In other words we should treat
prices and volatility as unknown random variables and identify a prior density for
them.
The building block for the derivation of the prior density of the BS option price11
is therefore the joint density function of tP  and σ ; i.e. )\,( 0PPpdf t σ . Then by
transforming )\,( 0PPpdf t σ  to )\,( 0Pcpdf σ  and integrating out σ  we obtain
)\( 0Pcpdf . In what follows we shall ignore the dependence on 0P .
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     Proof. From Assumptions 2.4 and 2.2 we have )(σpdf  and )\( σµpdf
respectively. Then )\(* )(  ),( σµσσµ pdfpdfpdf = . Similarly ),,( σµtPpdf  =
),\(* ),( σµσµ tPpdfpdf  with  ),\( σµtPpdf   given in Assumption 2.1.  Finally
∫∞
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∂= µσµσ ),,(),( tt PpdfPpdf . Section A.1 in the Appendix contains the analytic
proof and all the relevant calculations.
We are now in a position to derive the unconditional density function of the
option price.  Let us first obtain ),( σcpdf ; take ),( σtPpdf  and consider the
transformation:
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Integrating out σ  will give us the prior density of the option price:
(2.8)                                         ∫∞ ∂=
0
),()( σσcpdfcpdf .
Note however that there is no closed form solution for this integral and it will have to
be evaluated numerically. More of that in Section 3.
     REMARK 2.3. We can utilise another procedure to obtain the marginal density of
the option price )(cpdf . We start again from ),( σtPpdf  but this time we consider the
transformation
σσ =Θ=Θ⇒= ),()(     ),( tt PccPCc .
                                   tP  = tP
where Θ  is the inverse of the option price with respect to σ .13 This is commonly
referred to as the implied volatility of the option price. The Jacobian J of the
transformation is given by
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Integrating out tP  gives us the prior density of the option price: ∫∞ ∂=
0
),()( tt PPcpdfcpdf .
2.3. The posterior density
In contrast to classical analysis where the main piece of output is a point estimate,
Bayesian analysis produces as its main piece of output the so-called posterior density.
This posterior density can then be combined with a loss or utility function to allow a
decision to be made on the basis of minimising expected loss or maximising expected
utility. For example, for positive definite quadratic loss functions the mean of the
posterior distribution is an optimal point estimate. If the loss is proportional to the
absolute value of the difference between the true and the estimated values, the median
is chosen, while a zero loss for a correct estimate and a constant loss for an incorrect
estimate leads to the choice of the mode.
To derive the posterior density of the option price, which unconditionally
depends on two stochastic arguments (namely the price process and volatility) while
conditionally only on volatility, we proceed as follows:
By Bayes rule
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   PROPOSITION 2.2. =),,( sPpdf t σ
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     Proof.  From Proposition 2.1 we have ),( σtPpdf . Also from Assumption 2.3 we
have )\(     σspdf  [ ),\( tPspdf σ= ]. Then )\(*),(),,( σσσ spdfPpdfsPpdf tt =
and the result follows.
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     Proof.   From Assumptions 2.4 and 2.3 we know )( 2σpdf  and )\( 22 σspdf .  Then
)\(*)(),( 22222 σσσ spdfpdfspdf = . We can now integrate out 2σ  to obtain the
marginal probability density of 2s  i.e. ∫∞ ∂=
0
2222 ),()( σσspdfspdf . Finally
)(*2)( 2spdfsspdf = . The complete proof and all the relevant calculations are
exhibited in Section A.2 in the Appendix.
Now take ),,( sPpdf t σ  and consider the transformation:
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where Θ is the inverse of the option price with respect to σ . It should be noted that
there is no analytic expression for )(cΘ=σ  (with the exception of an at-the-money
option, see Corollary 2.1 below) and a Newton-Raphson numerical approximation is
required. The Jacobian of the transformation is given by:
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We can now obtain an expression for )\,( scPpdf t :
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Having obtained )\,( scPpdf t ;  the posterior density of the option price is given by:
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    PROPOSITION 2.4. The marginal density for the asset price is given by: )( tPpdf =
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DEFINITION: Bessel functions
The differential equation 0)( 222 =−+′+′′ yaxyxyx  is known as the Bessel equation where a is a
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straightforwardly transform to ),( 2σtPpdf .  Then the result follows from the fact that
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transform of an Inverted-Gamma function:
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22 2)()()( σσ σγγ defpFfL pii .
For the complete proof see section A.3. in the Appendix.
We have now completed the derivation of the posterior density of the BS option
price. Let us present here the full expression:
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is called the Bessel function of the second kind of order a. The general solution of the Bessel equation
in this case for 0>x  is )()( 21 xKcxJcy aa += .
For a simple exposition of Bessel functions see for example Apostol (1969, Volume II, pp. 182-190).
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     COROLLARY 2.1. If the option is at-the-money, i.e. )exp( τrKPt −= , then certain
simplifications occur: 



+Φ=Θ − )1(
2
12)( 1
tP
c
c
τ
 and ) )1(
2
1
 /(1 1 τφ t
t
P
P
cJ 







+Φ=′ − .
(...)1−Φ  denotes the inverse cumulative normal distribution function.
     Proof.  When the option is at-the-money, the BS formula (given in equation (2.5))
simplifies to 



−Φ=



−Φ−Φ=−== 1)
2
(2)
2
()
2
()),exp(( τστστσστ ttt PPrKPCc .
This then implies that: )1(
2
1)
2
( +=Φ
tP
cτσ
 ⇒  



+Φ=Θ= − )1(
2
12)( 1
tP
c
c
τ
σ .
Also for )exp( τrKPt −=  we have ) 2
)(
 /(1 ττφ tPcJ 


 Θ
=′ . Substituting in, the
analytic expression for )(cΘ  we get the proposed result for J ′ .
     REMARK 2.4. The at-the-money case is best interpreted as a stochastic exercise
price where )exp( τrPK t= .  
     REMARK 2.5.  It is interesting to observe that the posterior density of the option
price does depend on the expected rate of return µ  through the hyperparameter m (m
represents our prior beliefs about µ ). The true unknown µ  has been integrated out.
The existence of m in the formula is due to randomness in prices prior to sampling.
Having derived the prior and posterior densities of the BS option price (i.e.
)(cpdf  and ),\( sPcpdf t ) it is interesting, for comparative purposes in particular, to
derive expressions for )\( scpdf  and )\( tPcpdf . This way we can illustrate how the
dispersion of the density of the option price changes as we condition on more
information: from the prior )(cpdf , to conditioning only on the sample estimate of
volatility )\( scpdf , to conditioning on the price )\( tPcpdf , to the posterior density
),\( sPcpdf t . We refer the reader to Section A.4. in the Appendix for the derivation
of )\( scpdf  and )\( tPcpdf .
It should be stressed that randomness in prices and volatility has been assumed
throughout our analysis.  We write ),( σtPCc =  to denote that fact.  For fixed prices
but random volatility we would write )(σCc = . Note for example that
)\),(( sPCcpdf t σ=  and )\)(( sCcpdf σ=  represent two very different densities.15
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 The former represents the density of the option price conditional on the sample estimate of volatility
but with prices unknown, while the latter represents the density of the option price conditional on the
sample estimate of volatility but with prices known and fixed.
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     REMARK 2.6. So far it has been assumed that ),( σtPCc = . Karolyi (1993)
assumes that prices are non-random (i.e. )(σCc = ) and suggests that the posterior
density of the option price can be derived as a non-linear transformation of the
posterior density of volatility. Let us briefly illustrate how )\)(( sCcpdf σ=  can be
obtained:
The posterior density of volatility is given by
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This is the posterior density of σ . Using the transformation )(σCc = , i.e. inverting
the Black-Scholes formula in terms of )()(1 ccC Θ== −σ  we obtain )\)(( sCcpdf σ= :
(2.18)    
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Again, for the at-the-money case, the simplifications outlined in Corollary 2.1 apply.
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3. Numerical Evaluation
In Equation (2.7) we have derived the joint unconditional density of the option
price and volatility:
])2/1()/),(ln([
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where
),( σcΨ  is the inverse of the option price c with respect to tP . Call it the implied price
hereafter.
θλ,  are the prior parameters of the volatility distribution.
m   is the prior expected rate of return of the asset.
t  is the sample size (it is reasonable to assume that the sample size is known although
the sample is not yet drawn).
τ  is the time to maturity of the option under consideration.
0P , K, and r are the initial asset price, the strike price, and the risk free interest rate
respectively.
) . (Φ  is the cumulative standard normal distribution function.
To find the marginal (prior) density of the option price we need to integrate out the
volatility parameter σ . However, this cannot be done analytically and we will have to
evaluate the density numerically.
Let us first specify our prior parameters; namely θλ  ,  and m . We have from
Assumption 2.4 that:
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Taking the first and second moments of the distribution of volatility we get
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Thus
(3.2)                                               )( 2σE
1−
=
θ
λ
And
(3.3)          22 )]([)()( σσσ EEVar −=       ⇒         22 )]([)()( σσσ EVarE +=
Once we have prior beliefs about the mean and variance of volatility
(i.e. )(σE and )(σVar ) we can calculate θλ  and   using equations (3.1), (3.2), and
(3.3) above. Our prior beliefs, i.e. )(µE , will also determine the value of m . We
digress briefly to discuss how θλ  and   might be chosen.
One version is the "empirical" Bayes approach. A prior is constructed from the
data themselves, and so can be viewed as incorporating a non-informative prior. The
Stein estimator, can be viewed as an empirical Bayes estimator. (see Efron and
Morris, (1973)).
Prior sample data could also act as a useful source of information when forming
prior beliefs. This is because of the clustering effect: observations of financial time
series reveal bunching of high and low volatility episodes. Alternatively, one could
use the long run average of volatility as prior information to capture the mean
reverting behaviour of volatility.16
We want to solve the Black-Scholes equation in terms of tP  and thus obtain
),( σcPt Ψ=  (i.e. obtain the price of the underlying as a function of the option price
and of volatility). But
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 For stylised facts in volatility see for example Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault (1996).
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cannot be inverted in closed form in terms of tP (with the exception of an at-the-
money option). Instead we will calculate numerical values for ),( σcΨ . We evaluate
),( jic σΨ  for ni ,...,1=  and uj ,...,1=  spanning (with the desired degree of accuracy)
all possible values of σand c , thus generating an n x u matrix of implied prices:
(3.4)               ),( σcΨ      =      
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σσσ
To ensure conformability in the calculations to follow we also generate an n x u
matrix for σ  of the form:
(3.5) σ  = 
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u
σσ
σσ
...
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...
1
1
Substituting ),( σcΨ  and σ  in the formula for the joint density (2.7), we obtain an n
x u matrix of values for ),( σcpdf .
(3.6)                 ),( σcpdf   =  
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
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.........
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1
111
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cpdfcpdf
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σσ
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It should be noted that all the products between matrices that occur in the calculation
of ),( σcpdf  are Hadamard (elementwise) products.
It is now straightforward to obtain )(cpdf :
(3.7)                                         jcpdfcpdf
u
j
ji ∆≈ ∑
=1
),()( σ .
Turning to the posterior density ),\( sPcpdf t  (given in Equation (2.15)), we need
to evaluate )(cΘ . Remember )(cΘ  is the inverse of the option price c with respect to
σ . Call it the implied volatility hereafter. However the BS formula cannot be inverted
in closed form in terms of σ  (with the exception of an at-the-money option). Instead
we calculate numerical values for )(cΘ . We evaluate )( icΘ  for  i  = 1,…,n spanning
with the desired degree of accuracy the range of values of c, thus generating an n-
dimensional vector of implied volatilities.
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4. Results
Typical values of the volatility of a stock are in the range of 20% to 40% per
annum. Assuming that time is measured in trading days and that there are 252 trading
days per year we have calculated (from prior 30-day data) that the expected rate of
return of the FTSE 100 index17 is 15% per annum. We have also calculated that the
volatility is 25% per annum. The standard error of our estimate is approximately
%2.3
30*2
25.0
=  per annum.
Thus at time 0, our "prior" information is that:
mE =)(µ  = 15% per annum or 0.0006 daily.
25%)( =σE   per annum, or 0.0158 daily.
)Dev.( Std. σ = 3.2%  per annum, or 0.002 daily.
001024.0)Var( =σ  per annum, or 064−  daily.
Also using equation (3.3) we calculate
063524.0)( 2 =σE  per annum, or 045364.2 −  daily.
Since we know )(σE  and )( 2σE  we can now calculate values for the prior parameters
θλ  and ,  using equations (3.1) and (3.2). To sum up, our "prior beliefs" (in daily
format) are: 0006.0  and  16.72,  ,004.0 === mθλ . Also the value of the index at time 0
is 22000 =P .
Turning to the sample information, we have that at time t = 30: The value of the
index is 2206=tP . The daily sample standard deviation is s = 0.016, and v = t - 1 =
29. Our data are chosen to conform with values presented in Ncube and Satchell
(1997).
Market information: Consider now a time t  European Call option on the FTSE
100 index with exercise prices K = 2025, K = 2225, and K = 2425, τ = 15 (i.e. 15
trading days to maturity). The risk-free rate is r = 0.0002 (daily).
In Figure 4.1 we plot the prior density of the option price and the density of the
option price conditional on the sample estimate of volatility for the case K = 2025.
(Note that the latter density is for illustrative purposes, rather than of any practical use
or theoretical significance).
                                                          
17
 The FTSE 100 index is an index for shares of stock of the top 100 companies that are traded in the
London Stock Exchange. Options written on the index are traded in the London International Financial
Futures Exchange.
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             Pdf ( c  \ s )
),( σtPCc = : tP : unknown, σ : unknown
)),(( σtPCcpdf = :
0006.0,72.16,004.0,0002.0,15,2025,2200,30 0 ======== mrKPt θλτ .
)\),(( sPCcpdf t σ= :
29,016.0,0006.0,72.16,004.0,0002.0,15,2025,2200,30 0 ========== vsmrKPt θλτ
Figure 4.1. Prior ( )(cpdf ), and conditional on the sample estimate of volatility
( )\( scpdf ) probability density functions for the BS option price.
Observe that not conditioning on the asset price induces a very large dispersion in
the option price. This effect is magnified since we are looking ahead 30 trading days
(t = 30). Note also that conditioning on the sample estimate of volatility, when the
underlying price is unknown, does not offer much improvement in reducing the
dispersion of the option price.
In Table 4.1 we report 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles for the densities exhibited in
Figure 4.1. To illustrate the effect of how the dispersion of the option price decreases
as the conditioning horizon decreases, we also report quantiles for the cases t = 25, 20,
15, 10, and 5.  A graphical illustration of the prior density of the BS option price for
differing values of  t is exhibited in Figure 4.2.
At the bottom of Table 4.1 we also report summary statistics for the distribution
of the underlying (i.e. the log-normal distribution) for 22000 =P , t = 30 and for
0006.0== mµ  and 016.0== sσ .  To this end, we report the values of the option price
that correspond to the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the distribution of the asset price.
Note that in order to calculate BS prices, we assume that volatility is known and equal
to its sample estimate (i.e. 016.0== sσ ).
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Table 4.1
2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of )(cpdf  and )\( scpdf  for t = 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, and 5.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
)(cpdf : Prior           0.025           0.975                Mean of )(cpdf
___________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________-_______________________________________________________________________________________________               
t = 30                           0.1                    828.9                      262.9
      25                           0.4                    751.7                      252.2
      20                           1.7                    679.1                      240.4
      15                           5.2                    606.5                      227.6
      10                         14.9                    523.4                      214.1
        5                         39.8                    416.2                      200.2
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
)\( scpdf                 0.025            0.975               Mean of )\( scpdf
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t = 30                          0.1                      786.9                     234.1
      25                          0.1                      712.0                     227.6
      20                          0.8                      646.2                     220.3
      15                          3.6                      583.0                     212.4
      10                        11.5                      509.1                     204.1
        5                        37.2                      410.4                     195.6
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Summary statistics for the lognormal distribution: 016.0,0006.0,30,22000 ==== σµtP
and BS prices for ).0002.0,016.0,15,2025(  ,5.2649 and  2.1879 ====== rKPP tt στ
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                    0.025         0.975        Mean     Std. Dev.     Skewness     Exs. Kurtosis
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
),,\( 0 σµPPpdf t :    1879.2       2649.5       2240        196.7            0.264              0.124
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
BS price:        7.38        630.54                                                                             ____________
 Prob.
200 400 600 800 1000
.001
.002
.003
.004
   t = 25
   t = 20
t = 15
t = 10
t = 5
P df ( c ) : pri or
O pti on Price
),( σtPCc = : tP : unknown, σ : unknown
)(cpdf : 22000 =P , K = 2025, 15=τ , 0002.0=r , 72.16  ,004.0 == θλ , 0006.0=m .
Figure 4.2. Prior densities for the BS option price for differing values of t.
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From Table 4.1, it is interesting to observe that (once we condition on s) the true
95% range of the option price, given by )\( scpdf , is wider than the one we would
obtain if we took advantage of the monotonicity properties of the BS option price with
respect to the underlying, and used the lognormal distribution to derive 95%
confidence intervals for the option price. To do the latter, one has to assume that
randomness arises from the asset price while volatility is known and equal to its
sample estimate. This is the approach of Ncube and Satchell (1997). If we do not
condition on s, the true 95% range of the option price, given by )(cpdf , is even wider.
We now turn to the posterior density where we condition on the asset price tP
and on the sample estimate of volatility s. Let us first illustrate the effect of varying t
values for the posterior density. In Figure 4.3 we plot the posterior density of the BS
option price for t = 30, 20, 10, 5 and K = 2025, 2206=tP , and s = 0.016 (everything
else as already defined above).
.005
.01
.015
.02
.025
Prob.
187.066                        192                              197                               202                           O pti on Pr .
t = 30
t = 20
t = 10
t = 5
P df (c \ p, s ) : P osterior
),( σtPCc = . tP =2206, σ : unknown
0006.0,72.16   ,004.0,29,016.0,0002.0,15,2025,2200:),\( 0 ========= mvsrKPsPcpdf t θλτ
Figure 4.3. Posterior densities of the BS option price for differing values of t.
This time we observe the opposite effect of what we saw for the prior density. That is,
the larger the sample size t the smaller the dispersion in the option price (see Figure
4.3 and Table 4.2).
Table 4.2
2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of ),\( sPcpdf t  for t = 30, 20, 10, and 5.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
              Quantiles    0.025           0.975               Mean of ),\( sPcpdf t
___________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________-_______________________________________________________________________________________________
t = 30                              188.9            195.2                  189.8
      20                              188.7            196.4                  189.8
      10                              188.5            196.9                  190.1
        5                              188.3            197.2                  190.4
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Indeed a large sample size will provide a better estimate for the volatility (provided
that the sample size is not too large, to avoid issues of non-stationarity) and hence
reduce estimation risk. Despite the fact that for a large t the prior density will be less
informative (see Figure 4.2), the sample information is more robust and this is
reflected in the posterior density
Comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.2, with Figure 4.3 it is obvious that conditioning on
the asset price dramatically reduces the variability of the option price. We now
present graphs to illustrate how the dispersion of the option price changes from
conditioning on the asset price only, to conditioning on both the asset price and the
sample estimate of volatility. In other words, we compare the density of the option
price conditional on the asset price (i.e. )\( tPcpdf ) with the posterior density (i.e.
),\( sPcpdf t ). We do this for an in-the-money-option (i.e. K = 2025 and 2206=tP ),
a near-the-money option (i.e. K = 2225 and 2206=tP ), an at-the-money option (i.e.
K = 2212.63 and 2206=tP ), and an out-of-the-money option (i.e. K = 2425 and
2206=tP ). We present our results, complete with summary statistics for each
distribution in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 and Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 respectively.
    P r o b .
.00 5
.01
.01 5
.02
.02 5
 P r o b .
18 7. 0 66               18 9. 5             1 92                1 94 .5               19 7               1 99 .5               20 2     O p tio n  P r .
P df (c  \  p , s ) : P os te r ior
P df (c  \  p )
),( σtPCc = . tP =2206, σ : unknown
),\( sPcpdf t :
0006.0,72.16,004.0,29,016.0,30,0002.0,15,2025,22000 ========== mvstrKP θλτ
)\( tPcpdf :
0006.0,72.16,004.0,30,0002.0,15,2025,22000 ======== mtrKP θλτ
Figure 4.4. Posterior, and conditional (on the asset price) probability density
functions for the BS option price. In-the-money case.
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Table 4.3
Summary statistics of distributions exhibited in Figure 4.4
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                 Quantiles     0.025       0.975       Mean18      Std. Dev.     Skewness      Exs. Kurtosis
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
),\( sPcpdf t :               188.9        195.2       189.8            2.3                  1.81               1.12
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
)\( tPcpdf    :               188.3        197.2       191.2            2.3                  1.52               3.00
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
.02
.04
.06
.08
       Probability
P df (c \ p, s ) : P osterior
P df (c \ p)
  0                 10                20               30               40                50                 60                70              80
O pti on. Pr.
),( σtPCc = . tP =2206, σ : unknown
),\( sPcpdf t : Posterior
0006.0   ,72.16   ,004.0,29,016.0,30,0002.0.15,2025,2206,22000 =========== mvstrKPP t θλτ
)\( tPcpdf :
22000 =P , 2206=tP , K = 2225, 15=τ , 0002.0=r , 30=t , 0.0006.m  ,72.16   ,004.0 === θλ
Figure 4.5. Posterior, and conditional (on the asset price) probability density
functions for the BS option price. Near-the-money case.
Table 4.4.
Summary statistics of distributions exhibited in Figure 4.5 and at-the-money case.
Near-the-money (Figure 4.5)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                  Quantiles     0.025       0.975       Mean      Std. Dev.     Skewness      Exs. Kurtosis
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
),\( sPcpdf t :                   39.0          59.1        47.6          4.85               0.70                0.57
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
)\( tPcpdf    :                   35.8          61.6        47.3          6.60               0.62                0.64
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 If we combine the posterior density with a quadratic loss function, the mean of the posterior
distribution is an optimal point estimate.
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At-the-money: )exp( τrKPt −= . (K = 2212.63, everything else as in Figure 4.5)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                 Quantiles     0.025       0.975       Mean      Std. Dev.     Skewness      Exs. Kurtosis
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
),\( sPcpdf t :                 44.7         64.9        53.3          4.86               0.74                0.61
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
)\( tPcpdf    :                 41.4         73.9        53.1          6.62               0.64                0.78
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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P df (c \ p, s ) : P os terior
P df (c \ p)
),( σtPCc = . tP =2206, σ : unknown
),\( sPcpdf t : Posterior
22000 =P , 2206=tP , K = 2425, 15=τ , 0002.0=r , t = 30, s = 0.016, v = 29,
72.16   ,004.0 == θλ , 0006.0=m .
)\( tPcpdf :
22000 =P , 2206=tP , K = 2425, 15=τ , 0002.0=r , 30=t , 72.16   ,004.0 == θλ , 0006.0=m .
Figure 4.6. Posterior, and conditional (on the asset price) probability density
functions for the BS option price. Out-of-the-money case.
Table 4.5.
Summary statistics of distributions exhibited in Figure 4.6
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
                    Quantiles     0.025       0.975       Mean      Std. Dev.     Skewness      Exs. Kurtosis
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
),\( sPcpdf t :                     1.7            8.9         4.27          1.73               1.15                2.14
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
)\( tPcpdf    :                     1.1          10.1         4.22          2.30               1.45                3.24
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Note that ),\( sPcpdf t  and )\( tPcpdf  are defined within the support of the
distribution. For example for the case K = 2025 the density has the support given by
the no-arbitrage bounds of the option price: 2206),(066.187 <=< σtPCc . For the cases
K = 2225 and K = 2425, the support is 2206),(0 <=< σtPCc . Also note that the
distributions for an in-the-money and an out-of-the-money option are significantly
more positively skewed and leptokurtic than the near-the-money (or at-the-money)
cases (see Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5).
5. Conclusion
In the foregoing Bayesian analysis we have discussed the statistical properties of
the Black-Scholes option price with the randomness arising from both the underlying
asset price and its volatility. The results presented in Figures 4.1 - 4.6 and Tables 4.1 -
4.5 show the extent to which conditioning on the asset price dramatically reduces the
variability of the option price. Indeed, since as a Bayesian problem the BS option
price depends on both parameters (volatility: )(σ ) and data (price: )( tP ), not
conditioning on the data induces a very large dispersion in the option price. It should
however be mentioned that as the conditioning horizon decreases (i.e. the time
between the initial price 0P  and the final price tP ), variability in the option price
gradually decreases as well. If we include the sample variance )( 2s  into the data, not
conditioning on it, does not have as a dramatic impact as not conditioning on the asset
price, but we show that conditioning on both results in less variability for the option
price than conditioning only on price.
This will have important implications for forecasting. Although our paper is not
about forecasting, we see our analysis as a necessary prelude to establishing a
Bayesian theory of option price forecasting. Existing theories (e.g. Karolyi (1993),
Noh, Engle and Kane (1994), Hwang and Satchell (1998), and many others) use only
the implied volatility or other measures of volatility (e.g. GARCH)) to forecast option
prices while keeping the price of the underlying fixed. Our theory will allow us to
consider forecasting when both prices and volatility can vary.
Furthermore, our results have potential uses in risk management as we can report
VaR (Value at Risk) and other distributional measures. Although we do not consider
portfolio problems, it is possible to carry out such extensions. Likewise, one could use
our methodology in option pricing models other than the Black-Scholes. Thus, at least
in principle, we could incorporate randomness due to interest rates (Merton (1973)) or
specific models of volatility (e.g. Duan (1995)).
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Appendix
A.1. Proposition 2.1: The joint unconditional density of the price tP  and volatility
σ  is given by:
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A.2. Proposition 2.3: The unconditional density of the statistic s is given by:
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Proof of Proposition:
)( 2σpdf  is given in Assumption 2.4 and )\( 22 σspdf  in Assumption 2.3.
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A.3. Proposition 2.4: The marginal density for the asset price tP  is given by:
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A.4.
i) We want to derive the density of the option price conditional on the sample estimate
of volatility: i.e. )\( scpdf .
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Using now the same transformation as we did for the prior density:
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